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0. INTRODUCTION 
The purpose of this paper is to continue the study begun in [3] of to what 
extent the cofree irreducible Hopf algebra CH(U) on a commutative algebra 
U over a field k of characteristic p > 0 is determined by the restricted Lie 
(Frobenius) structure P(U) derived from the associative structure of U 
((u, ZJ] = 0 and ulpl = up for u, v E U). Suppose U is a commutative algebra 
over a field k. If the characteristic of k is 0, then CH(U) N Sh(U), where 
Sh(U) is the shuffle algebra on the space U, by [3, Theorem 1.121. Thus 
Y’(U) determines CH(U) whenever U is a commutative algebra in charac- 
teristic 0. P(U) determines CH(U) when U is nilpotent and k is a perfect 
field of characteristic p > 0 [3, Corollary 3.81. In this paper we lay the foun- 
dation for the study of the cofree irreducible Hopf algebra CH(U) on a 
finite-dimensional separable algebra U over a field k of characteristic p > 0, 
concentrating on the ‘fundamental case where U is a separable field 
extension. The first main result of this paper (Theorem 3.4) is that Y(E) 
does not generally determine CH(E) when E is a finite-dimensional separable 
extension of k. The second main result (Theorem 3.6) gives a sufficient 
condition for P(E) to determine CH(E). 
In Section 1 we analyze the structure of CH(U) when U is a Iinite- 
dimensional commutative algebra over a field k of characteristic p > 0 such 
that U 0 ,$ is split (meaning spanned by idempotents) for some Galois 
extension D of k. In this case CH(U) @ $ is split, and the standard results 
on forms of finite-dimensional algebras are used to determine the prime ideal 
structure of CH(U). 
In Section 2 we examine in great detail the Lie structure L/(E) of a Iinite- 
dimensional separable extension E of a field k of characteristic p > 0. Y(E) 
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determines the splitting field J2 of E over k, but generally does not determine 
E. More precisely, we show that Y(E) determines E if [E: k] < 6, but not 
necessarily if [E: k] = 7. It is not hard to describe, in terms of the Galois 
group G(fi\k) of Q over k, the isomorphism classes of (separable) field 
extensions of k with the same Lie structure as E. It is interesting to observe 
that if F is a finite-dimensional purely inseparable extension of k, then P(F) 
determines F as an algebra. 
In Section 3 we prove the main results cited above. Additionally we show 
that the cofree irreducible Hopf algebra CH(E) on a finite-dimensional 
separable extension of k does not generally determine E as a separable 
extension. Again it is interesting to note that if F is a finite-dimensional 
purely inseparable extension of k, then P(F) determines CH(F) and CH(F) 
determines F as an algebra. We hope that our computational approach will 
shed light on the relationship between P(E) and CH(E) for finite- 
dimensional separable extensions E, and more generally the structure of 
CH(U) where U is a finite-dimensional separable algebra over k. 
Our notations and conventions will follow [3, 61. 
1. FORMS OF CH(U) 
Suppose that U is a commutative algebra (with unity) over a field k. We 
call U split if U is spanned by idempotents. In this section we shall be 
concerned with the structure of CH(U) when U 0 J2 is split, where the 
characteristic of k is p > 0 and 0 is a Galois extension of k. The proof of the 
first lemma is straightforward and therefore is left to the reader. 
1.1. LEMMA. Let U be a finite-dimensional commutative algebra over a 
field k of characteristic p > 0. 
(a) U is split if and only if the roots of P - X in U generate U. 
(b) If U is split, then U has a unique basis B which is a set of 
orthogonal idempotents. (8 is called the orthogonal basis of U.) 
(c) Suppose U is split and V is an algebra over k. Then 
Y(U) N Y(V) implies UN V. (Thus P(U) determines U as an algebra.) 
A subset X = (xi,..., x,} of a finite-dimensional commutative algebra U 
over a field k of characteristic p > 0 is said to be a p-basis if the monomials 
x:1. . . . . x:s, where 0 < n, < p for all i, form a linear basis for U. If Y CI U 
is a finite subset, and f: Y + ZP is a function, set e(J) = 
(-1)“’ j&r((x - f(x)) + .e. + (x-f(x))“-‘). If X is a p-basis for U and 
xP - x = 0 for all x E X, for each f E Map(X, Z,) let ‘of E Alg,(U, k) be the 
algebra homomorphism determined by q,(x) = 1 + f(x) for x E X. If U is a 
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finite-dimensional commutative split algebra over k and e E 8, let e’ c U be 
the maximal ideal generated by 1 - e. 
1.2. LEMMA. Suppose U is a Jinite-dimensional commutative algebra 
over a field of characteristic p > 0 and X is a p-basis for U such that 
xp - x = 0 for x E X. Then U is split and 
(a) The e(f>‘s, where fE Map(X, Z,), constitute 8. 
(b) q(e(f’)) = S,,, for f, f’ E Map(X, Zp). In particular ker qr = 
4f > L. 
(c) Let Y s X be a non-void subset and f, E Map(Y, Z,). Then e(fJ 
is an idempotent, and e(fJ = ze(f), where f E Map(X, Zp) runs over all 
extensions off0 . 
Proof Let aEZP. Then a+... +aP-‘=Oifa#l and=-1 ifafl. 
Thus if Y 5 X is any non-void subset and f. E Map(Y, Z,), then q,(e(f,)) = 
6 f0.f IY’ Since the q,‘s constitute Alg,(U, k), we have (a) and (b); and (c) now 
follows using the observation that u = &n,(u) e(f) for u E U. Q.E.D. 
Now suppose that U is any algebra over a field k and F is a field 
extension of k. The Galois group G(F\k) acts faithfully as k-algebra 
automorphisms on U 0 p (0 . (u 0 a) = u @ a(a)). We may consider U as 
a k-subalgebra of U@ p via the map u t-+ u @ 1. 
1.3. Let U be an algebra over a field k, and suppose that F is a Jinite- 
dimensional extension of k. 
(a) U is the set of G(F\k) fixed points of U @ z if F is Galois. 
(b) Assume that U is Jinite-dimensional, commutative, and U @ $ is 
split. Let B be the orthogonal basis of U@ $. Then o . c!? c B for 
o E G(F\k). Thus the set c!? is a G(F\k)-module. 
Suppose F is a field extension of k. For S c G(F\k) we denote by S’ g F 
the set of those a E F fixed by all u E S, and for T c F we denote by 
T &%(F\k) the set of u E G(F\k) which fix all a E T. Now assume that F 
is Galois, U is a k-algebra, and that U@ fl has an orthogonal basis 8. 
Suppose e E B and oi,..., u, E G(F\k) are representatives of the left cosets of 
the stabilizer G(F\k), of e. Let U, be the set of sums C;=, a,(a) ui . e, where 
a E G(F\k);. One can easily show that U, does not depend on the choice of 
representatives, U, c U, and that U, U,, = (0) if e’ 6? G(F\k) . e. Evidently 
U, -+ G(F\k)L (2% 1 ui(a) oi . e ++ a) is an isomorphism of k-algebras. If X 
is a left G-module and S E X is a subset, let G, = {a E G: u . S c S) denote 
the stabilizer of S. 
1.4. PROPOSITION. Let U be a fmite-dimensional commutative algebra 
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over a field k, R a Galois extension of k, and suppose U @ ,$2 has an 
orthogonal basis 8. 
(a) Let e ,,..., e, E B be representatives of the G(a\k)-orbits of 8. 
Then U= UC,@ . . . 0 UeS as algebras. 
(b) For e E 8, U, is a minimal ideal of U, and U, N G(fi\k)L as 
algebras. 
(c) Let M = e1 be a maximal ideal of U@ ,$. Then m = n, o . M, 
where o runs over G(R\k), is a maximal ideal of U, and U/m 2: G(R\k)L. 
All prime ideals are maximal, and all maximal ideals m of U are of this form 
(so tfJ c U @I ,$2 is a maximal ideal containing m, then U/m = G(n\k)‘,). 
Proof: If e and e’ are not in the same G(fi\k)-orbit, then U, U,, = (0). It 
is clear that Ue, + . . . + Ue, is direct. Since dim U, = [G:: k] = [G: G,], 
where G = G(Q\k), we compute dim(U,, + . . . + 17,~) = [G: G,,] + ... + 
[G: G,,] = lb ] = dim U. Thus (a) follows. Since U, N G(Q\k); we now have 
(b). To show (c) note e E G(a\k) . e, for some i. By 1.3(a) n, 0 . J is an 
ideal of U. Now Z = Ue, + . . . + Uei + . . . + Ue, c_ el, so Z E n cr . A. But Z is 
a maximal ideal of U by (b), so m = Z and U/m 2: UC,. Now (c) follows 
easily. Q.E.D. 
Let U be a finite-dimensional commutative algebra over a field k of 
characteristic p > 0. Then the cofree irreducible Hopf algebra CH(U) on U is 
commutative and the (Hopf) subalgebra (CH(U),) generated by the nth term 
of the coradical filtration CH(U), of CH(U) is finite-dimensional [3, 
Proposition 1.5a) and Corollary 1.6a)]. The important fact about the pth 
powers in CH(U) is: 
1.5. 13, Proposition lSb)]. Let U be a commutative algebra over a 
field of characteristic p > 0 and u, ,..., u, E U. Then (u, @ a.. @ u,)p = 
uf@ *** 0 u”, (the former multiplication in CH(U) and the latter 
multiplications in U). In particular up is unambiguous for u E U. 
Since (CH(U),) E (CH(U),) c .a. G lJpz,(CH(U),) = CH(U) in any 
case, and CH(U), is spanned by tensors of the form u, 0 ... @ u,, where 
m < n and u, ,..., u, E B in the split case, we also use Lemma 1.1 to deduce : 
1.6. PROPOSITION. Let U be a finite-dimensional commutative split 
algebra over a field k of characteristic p > 0. Then CH(U) is commutative 
and 
(a) For each n > 1 the subHopf algebra (CH(U),) is finite- 
dimensional and split. 
(b) Let J c CH(U) be a maximal ideal. Then Jf3 (CH(U),) is a 
maximal ideal of (CH(U),) for all n > 0. 
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Now assume U is split and has orthogonal basis &? = {ur,..., u,}. Regard 
[r] = {l,..., r} as a well-ordered set in the natural way, let S be the free 
semigroup generated by [r], and let 9 c S be the p-adic primes of S [3, $2; 
5, $21. For p = i, . . . . . i, E S (1 < ii < r) let U+ = Ui, @ *.. @ Ui,, ] p ] = s 
denote the length of +, and let -P,,, = { + E 9: ]+ ] < n }. We can give an 
explicit description of the orthogonal basis of (CH(U),) in terms of 8. 
1.7. PROPOSITION. Let U be a finite-dimensional commutative split 
algebra over a field k of characteristic p > 0, let 27 = {u,,..., u,} be the 
orthogonal basis for U, let S be the free semigroup generated by [r], and let 
.9 be the p-adic primes of S. 
(a) The ut’s, where + E ‘Pn,r, form a p-basis for (CH(U),), and 
up - up = 0 for + E 9n,k = Yn (hence (dim CH(U),) =P’~~‘). 
(b) The orthogonal basis 67” for (CH(U),) consists of the 
e(f)= (-1)’ *A &E.YJ(u+ - f(q)) + ... + (u+ - f(u+y’)‘s, where 
f E Map(Z,,, Z,). 
(c) Suppose m < n and e(f,) E g,,,. Then e(f,) = C; e(f), where 
f E Map(8,,, ZJ runs over all extensions off,. 
Proof That the #b’s, where +E Yn, form a p-basis for (CH(U),) is [3, 
Corollary 2.51. By 1.5, u$ = u,+ for +E 9. The rest follows now by 
Lemma 1.2. Q.E.D. 
1.8. If U is any algebra over a field k, then u . v = u @ v + v @ u + uv 
for u, v E U ( . denotes multiplication in CH(U) and juxtaposition denotes 
multiplication in U). 
The above follows by the remark immediately after [3, Lemma 1.111. 
Remark. Let U be any algebra over a field k and u E U be a non-zero 
idempotent of U. Then u is an idempotent of CH(U) if and only if 
char k = 2. In particular, idempotents of U are not generally idempotents of 
C H(U). 
Let U be any algebra over a field k and suppose u is an algebra 
automorphism of U. Then by the universal mapping property of the cofree 
irreducible Hopf algebra (CH(U), n) on U [3, Theorem 1.41 there is a unique 
Hopf algebra automorphism o on CH(U) such that the diagram 





U 4 U commutes. 
4% 0 ... 0 u,,) = u(ul) @ ..+ @ u(u,) for Us,..., u, E U since this describes 
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the only coalgebra map making the diagram commute. Thus iJ = Am,(U) 
acts as Hopf algebra automorphisms on CH(U) (o . h = a(h) for u E ij and 
h E CH(U)). Hence if U is finite-dimensional and commutative, and F is a 
finite-dimensional extension of k such that U @ ,J is split, then by virtue of 
1.3(b) we conclude that c E G(F\k) acts as a Hopf algebra automorphism 
on CH(U@,$) (ebu.efor eE8). 
Now assume F is a field extension of k. Then (CH(U) 0 ,J, rc 0 I) is 
easily seen to be the cofree irreducible Hopf algebra on U 0 $. Notice that 
the canonical isomorphism CH(U) @ IF-+ CH(U@ $) is determined by 
(u, @ ... 0 u,J @ a ++ (u, @ 1) @ .a. @ (u, @ a), where u ,,..., u,, E U and 
a E F. 
Suppose that A is an algebra defined over a field F, k E F is a subfield of 
F, and G c G(F\k) is a subgroup which gives A a (left) G-module structure. 
Then A is called a G-module algebra if for all (T E G left translation u e by CJ 
on A is a o-linear k-algebra automorphism. A bialgebra A is called a G- 
module bialgebra if A is a G-module algebra, and in addition Aa . a = 
c fJ . a,,, 0 fJ * U(2) and E(U . a) = u(E(u)) hold for u E G and u EA. Observe 
that if A is a bialgebra defined over a field k, and F is any extension of k, 
then A @ 9 is a G(F\k)-module bialgebra (a . (a @ a) = a 0 u(a)). 
1.9. LEMMA. Let A be a finite-dimensional commutative split biulgebru 
over a field F of characteristic p > 0, let k be a subfield of F, and let 
G c G(F\k) be a subgroup. Suppose A is a G-module biulgebru and 8 is the 
orthogonal basis of A. Then for u E G, the correspondence e tt u . e, where 
e E 8, determines a (unique) biulgebru automorphism of A. 
Proof Since u . is a ring automorphism, it follows that u . 8 s a. Thus 
u . permutes 8. Let 8 = {e,,..., e,}. Then the e, @ ej’s constitute an 
orthogonal idempotent basis for A @ ,J. For e E 8, de is an idempotent of 
A @A, so de = C ai,jei @ ej, where ai,j = 0 or 1. This means Au. e = 
C aiju . e, @ u . ej for u E G(R\k). Now it is clear that the F-linear 
extension of u . I8 is a bialgebra automorphism. Q.E.D. 
1.10 PROPOSITION. Let U be a finite-dimensional commutative algebra 
over a field k of characteristic p > 0, and suppose F is a j?nite-dimensional 
extension of k such that U @ p is split. Then: 
(a) (CH(U),) @ 3 is finite-dimensional and split for n > 1. 
(b) The action of G(F\k) on the orthogonal set 8’ of (CH(U),) 0 p 
described in 1.3(b) extends linearly to an action by Hopf algebra 
uutomorphisms. If m ,< n, then this automorphism action of G(F\k) on 
(CH(U),) @ p extends that on (CH(U),) @ J. Thus G(F\k) acts in a 
unique way us Hopf algebra uutomorphisms of CH(U) @ p such that the 
action extends that on (CH(U),) 0 fi for n 2 1. 
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(c) The canonical isomorphism CH(U) @ ,F- CH(U@ $) is an 
isomorphism of G(F\k)-modules (G(F\k) acting as Hopf algebra 
automorphisms in both cases). 
Proof: (a) (CH(U),) @ p= ((CH(U@ ,F)),) under the canonical 
isomorphism, so (a) follows by Proposition 1.6(a). 
(b) The action of G(F\k) on (CH(U),) @ p is by bialgebra (hence 
Hopf) algebra automorphisms by 1.9. The remainder follows now using the 
fact 
(WV,) 0 2’~ (CWW 0 kF 
= ... s nQl (CH(U),) 0 ,F= CH(U) @ ,,F. - 
(c) We need only show that if u E G(F\k) and d is the Hopf algebra 
automorphism of CH(U) @ $’ describing the action of cr, then the diagram 





UOJ -@.L U@$ 
commutes, where t. is the F-linear extension of o . restricted to the 
orthogonal basis 8’ of U@ ,& But as (a’. )(u) = (T . u for any idempotent 
uEU@$, it is easy to see that (a’~)o(n@I)r(rc@I)oB on idem- 
potents of CH(U)+ @ p, i.e., a spanning set of CH(U)+ @ ,F. Thus the 
diagram commutes. Q.E.D. 
1.11. PROPOSITION. Let U be a jinite-dimensional commutative algebra 
ouer afield k of characteristic p > 0. 
(a) Prime ideals of CH(U) are maximal. 
(b) Let m s CH(U) be a maximal ideal. Then m n (CH(U),) is a 
maxiul ideal of (CH(U),) f or n > 1. Any maximal ideal m, of (CH(U),) can 
be extended to a maximal ideal m of CH(U). 
(c) Suppose Q is a Galois extension of k such that U@ ,$I is split. 
Let m be a maximal ideal of CH(U) and M a maximal ideal of 
CH(U) 0 J2 such that m SM. Then CH(U)/m N G@\k)‘J. 
ProoJ: (a) and (b). A, = (CH(U),) is a finite-dimensional commutative 
algebra and A,~A,s...EUA,,=A. (c) follows by the canonical 
identifications CH(U) @ ,$2 N CH(U @ ,$I) and (CH(U),) @ ,$2 = 
(CH(U 0 ,.n>,> f or n > 1, Propositions 1.6, 1. lob), and 1.4~). Q.E.D. 
Let U be a commutative algebra over a field k of characteristic p > 0. A 
subalgebra VE U is called separable if V Ok is spanned by idempotents 
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(or equivalently is generated by its roots of Xp -X), where E is an algebraic 
closure of k. U has a unique maximal separable subalgebra U,,, which is 
characterized by User, Ok 5= (U Ok E)s),,,. In particular U,,, is the sum of all 
separable subalgebras of U. If U’ is also a commutative algebra over k and 
f: U+ U’ is a restricted Lie map, then clearly f(U,,,) c I&,. The functor 
( )sep commutes with tensor product, so if A is a commutative bialgebra 
(resp., Hopf algebra) over k, then A,,r is a subbialgebra (resp., sub-Hopf 
algebra) of A. The last result of this section shows that ( ),,, commutes with 
CH( ) as well. 
1 .12. THEOREM. Let U be a commutative algebra over a field k of 
characteristic p > 0. The inclusion U,,, < U induces an isomorphism of Hopf 
algebras CH(U,,,) N CH(U),,,. 
Proof. (CH(U),,,) Ok E- CH(U,,, @,i) means CH(U,,,) is separable 
by Proposition 1.6(a). Let (CH(U,,,), n) and (CH(U), n) be the cofree 
irreducible Hopf algebras on Usep and U, respectively. It is easy to see that 
PWJ,,,)~ 4 and V-W%,,~ GJ are both the cofree irreducible 
commutative separable Hopf algebra on Usep. Q.E.D. 
2. THE LIE STRUCTURE OF A SEPARABLE FIELD EXTENSION E 
In this section we determine what it means for two finite-dimensional 
separable extensions of a field k of characteristic p > 0 to have the same Lie 
(Frobenius) structure. The Lie structure Y(E) determines the splitting field 
B of E over k, but generally not E. Thus the problem of determining which 
extensions F have the same Lie structure as E reduces to considering 
subfields of n. 
We will first consider Lie properties of finite-dimensional field extensions. 
As might be expected, the minimal p-polynomial of x E F is the basic 
concept in our study. 
2. I. Let F be a finite-dimensional extension of a field k of characteristic 
p > 0. Then x E F is separable if and only if the minimal p-polynomial of x 
over k has the form f(X) = a,X + a, XJ’ + . . . + Xp”, where a0 # 0. 
Proof. (e) Let p = p(X) be the minimal polynomial of x over k. Then 
pq = f(X) for some q E k[X]. Taking the derivative of both sides we 
compute p’q + pq’ = a,,, so p’ # 0. This means x is separable [2, 
Theorem 23, p. 251. 
(a) Assume x is separable and suppose f(X) = a,X + .a. + Xp” is the 
minimal p-polynomial of x over k. Now x, xp,..., xP”-’ are independent, so 
xp, xp=,..., XP” are also since x is separable [ 1, Chap. V, Sect. 8, No. 2, 
Corollary to Proposition 31. Thus a,, # 0. Q.E.D. 
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2.2. LEMMA. Let k be a field of characteristic p > 0 and suppose 
f. F -+ U is a restricted Lie isomorphism, where F is a finite-dimensional field 
extension of k and U is a k-algebra. 
(a) f preserves the prime field Z, of k, so f(k) = k . 1. 
(b) For a non-zero a E Z, the map dejmed by x w a JJ (x) is a Lie 
isomorphism. (Thus there is a Lie isomorphism f: F + U with p(a) = a 9 1 
for a E k.) 
(c) U is a field, and x E F is separable (resp., purely inseparable) over 
k if and only tf f(x) is separable (resp., purely inseparable) over k. 
(d) If F is a purely inseparable extension, then 9(F) determines F as 
a k-algebra. 
Proof (a) Since the prime field of F consists of the roots of Xp -X, f 
preserves Z,. This means f( 1) E k . 1, whence f(k) = k . 1. To show (b) 
notice that P is the composite of the Lie automorphism of U determined by 
a -t aa (U must be commutative) and J The parenthetical remark now 
follows by (a) where f(a) = 1. To show that U is a field we may assume 
f (1) = 1 by (b). We have noted U is commutative. U has no non-zero 
nilpotent elements and one idempotent. Thus U is a field. The remainder of 
(c) easily follows. (d) follows from (c) and the realization that both F and U 
are splitting fields of a family of polynomials of the form Xp” - a, where 
a E k. Q.E.D. 
The key to the Lie structure of a finite-dimensional separable extension E 
of degree n over an infinite field k of characteristic p > 0 is the existence of 
an u E E such that the pth powers U, up,..., up”-’ of u form a linear basis for 
E over k. (This is equivalent to saying that Y(E) is principal.) The proof we 
give is based on the following lemma. 
2.3. LEMMA. Let F be an extension of an inJiniteJield k of characteristic 
p > 0 and suppose a,,..., a,, E F are distinct. There are a0 ,..., a,-, E k such 
that theui=a,l +aIai+...a,-,a y-l’s (1 < i < n) are independent over 
ZP, 
Proof Let 
Then det A = ni,j(aj - ai), so A is invertible. The (xl,...,xJA’s, where 
xi E Z,, form a finite set S c F”. Since k is infinite, by induction on n 
it is easy to see there exist a, ,..., a,-, E k such that for (s, ,..., sJ E S the 
relation C~=,ai-,si=O implies sl=...=sn=O. Set q.=a,l+ 
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alai+ . . . + a,- r a:-‘. Then for (sr ,..., s,) = (xl ,..., x,)A E S we compute 
Cy= r xiui = Cy=, ai- rsi. Thus since A is invertible, the relation 
Cy= r xiui = 0, where x, ,..., x, E Z,, implies xr = -0. =x, = 0. Q.E.D. 
For the reader’s convenience we will derive the characterization of p- 
polynomial which will be needed in the proof of Proposition 2.5. 
2.4. Suppose f(X) E k[X] splits into distinct linear factors over k, where 
k is field of characteristic p > 0. Then the following are equivalent: 
(a) f(X) = a,X+ a,xP + a.. + a,XP”for some aO,..., a,, E k. 
(b) The roots V of f(X) form an additive subgroup. 
(c) f(X + Y) =f(X) + f(Y), viewing f as a polynomial over k[X, Y]. 
Proof. (a) * (b) is clear. To show (b)* (c) observe that 
f(X+v)=f(X) for VE V, so d(Y)=f(X+ Y)-f(X)-f(Y)Ek(X)[Y] 
vanishes on V. Hence d(Y) = 0 by degree considerations. We show (c) 3 (a) 
in any case. f(X) = /?, X + . .a +/3,,,X”’ for some m where p,,, # 0. Since 
f(X) -/3,X satisfies (c) we may assume p, = 0. Since the coefficient of 
Xi-’ Y in the expansion of f (X + Y) is ipi, we have ipi= for 1 <i<m. 
Thus pi = 0 unless p 1 i, so f(X) = b,(X”) + .. . + /I,(Xp)“IP = g(Xp). From 
g(XP + YP) = g(Xp) + g(Yp) it follows that g(X + Y) = g(X) + g(Y), so 
(c) 3 (a) is proved by induction on deg f(X). Q.E.D. 
For a field extension k s fi and u E J2 let V(u, Q\k) denote the additive 
subgroup generated by G(fl\k)(u) (the conjugates of u in fi). 
2.5. PROPOSITION. Let E be an n-dimensional separable extension of an 
infinite Jield k of characteristic p > 0, and let R be a splitting field of E over 
k. 
(a) For u E Q the minimal p-polynomial of u over k is 
f(X) = rIW,U,.,@(X- v)* 
(b) If E = k[u] then following are equivalent: 
(i) 9(E) is generated by u (or equivalently u, up,..., up”-’ is a 
basis for E over k). 
a X + (ii) Th 
e minimal p-polynomial of u over k has the form f(X) = 
0 . . . + J/P”. 
(iii) V(u, O\k) has p” elements (or equivalently 
dimzp V(u, Q\k) = n). 
(iv) W\k)( 1 u is a basis for V(u, Q\k) as a vector space over 
ZP. 
(c) ip(E) is principal. 
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Proof: (a) Let f(X) be the minimal p-polynomial of u over k. The roots 
of f(X) form an additive subgroup, so any u E V(u, Q\k) is a root of f(X). 
Since V(u, Q\k) is stable under G(Q\k), n&X- u) E k[X], so (a) follows. 
(b) is straightforward. To show (c) write E = k[a] for some a E E. Since k is 
infinite, by Lemma 2.3 there are a,, ,..., a,- i E k such that the ui = a, 1 + 
alai + ..a + an _ i a;-“~ for 1 < i < n are independent over Z,, where 
a,,..., a, E J2 are the conjugates of a. As the uts are the conjugates of 
u=a,a+ ... + an-, a”-‘, (c) now follows from (b). Q.E.D. 
2.6. PROPOSITION. Let E, F be finite-dimensional separable extensions of 
a field k of characteristic p > 0, and suppose 0,) Q, are splitting fields of E, 
F, respectively, over k. Then Y’(E) ‘v Y’(F) implies QE N 0, as fields. (Thus 
Y(E) determines E as an algebra ifE is a Galois extension.) 
ProoJ If k is finite the conclusion is clear; if k is infinite we apply the 
preceding proposition. The paranthetical remark now follows by Lemma 2.2. 
Q.E.D. 
Let E be a finite-dimensional separable extension of an infinite field k of 
characteristic p > 0, and suppose R is a splitting field of E over k. By virtue 
of the preceding proposition and Lemma 2.2 the problem of finding the 
algebras with the same Lie structure as E is the problem of finding the 
isomorphism classes of the subfields of G with the same Lie structure. 
2.1. THEOREM. Let E be a finite-dimensional separable extension of an 
infinite field k of characteristic p > 0, and suppose II is a splitting field of E 
ocer k. Let u E E generate Y(E). 
(a) For a field extension k s F c Q, Y’(E) N Y(F) if and only if 
F = k[ u], where uE V(u, Q\k) and G(R\k)(ti) is a basis for V(u, fJ\k) over 
Z, (such a u is called a G(B\k)-orbit basis generator). 
(bj The number of isomorphism classes of k-algebras with restricted 
Lie structure isomorphic to Y’(E) is the number of conjugacy classes of the 
G(R\k),‘s, where 11 E V(u, R\k) is a G(Q\k)-orbit basis generator. 
Proof: (a) follows by Proposition 2.5. (b) follows by Lemma 2.2, the 
preceding proposition, and the fact that two extensions E, FE J2 of k are 
isomorphic if and only if E’ and F’ are conjugate. Q.E.D. 
Using the last theorem we will show that 9(E) determines E if E is a 
separable extension of a field k of characteristic p > 0 and [E: k] < 6. This is 
not the case in degree 7. We first abstract the setting of the preceding 
theorem. 
Let k be any field and G c Autk(V) be a subgroup, where V is a finite- 
dimensional vector space over k. We call a subgroup HE G closed if H is 
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the intersection of point stabilizers G,. G and (e) are closed, and the inter- 
section of closed subgroups is closed; in particular a subgroup H c G is 
contained in a smallest closed subgroup which we denote by a. Suppose 
u E V is a G-orbit basis generator (which means G(u) is a basis for V). Then 
we may regard G s Sym(G(u)) as a transitive subgroup of permutations of 
G(u). It is easy to see that HE G is closed if and only if H is the intersection 
of set stabilizers G, where U g G(u), and that R = n G, where B runs over 
the H-orbits of G(u). We extend the notion of closed to groups G c Sym(X) 
in the obvious way. Regarding G 5 Sym(G(u)) as a permutation group one 
can easily show: 
2.8. LEMMA. Let V be an n-dimensional vector space over afield k and 
let G G Aut,(V) be a subgroup. Suppose u, ti E V are G-orbit basis 
generators and L c G is a subgroup. 
(a) [G: G,] = n. 
(b) ]G,.clI=[G,:G,nG,]=[G,:G,,f-7GU]=]G,, au]. 
(c) If G, G L, then L is closed. 
(d) If LG, is a subgroup and is dense, then L is dense. 
(e) If L is normal and L s G,, then L = (e). 
(f) If L is a normal maximal closed subgroup, then G, c L. 
(g) Let t E Autk(V). Then t(u) is a “G-orbit basis generator and 
‘(G,) = (r%uj - 
If (g) we are using the standard notation Ta = rat-’ for r, a E G where G 
is any group. If G = Sym(X), we note that r(~, ,..., x,J = (rxi ,..., rx,) for 
cycles in G. 
2.9 PROPOSITION. Let k be any field and let G C_ Aut,(V) be a 
subgroup, where V is an n-dimensional vector space over k. 
(a) If n < 6, then the stabilizers G, of G-orbit basis generators are all 
conjugate. 
(b) If n = 7, there is more than one conjugacy class of stabilizers G, 
of G-orbit basis generators if and only if char k # 2 and G = GL,(Z,). In 
this case there are two such conjugacy classes. 
Proof: Suppose u, (I E V are G-orbit basis generators and let X= G(u). 
We will regard G s Sym(X) concretely as a transitive permutation group and 
consider the various possibilities for the G&-orbits of X. Observe that the 
conjugates of G, are the G,‘s for x E X. The next two results will take care 
of the cases n < 6. 
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2.10. (a) If G= S, or A,, then all non-transitive index n subgroups are 
conjugate. 
(b) Suppose G 5 S, is a transitive subgroup which contains a 3-cycle. 
Then all closed index n subgroups are conjugate if n = p or 2p for some 
prime p. 
Proof. (a) Let H g G be a nontransitive subgroup of index n and let 
m, ,..., m, denote the lengths of the H-orbits of [n] = { l,..., n}. Then s > 2, 
and we may assume m,> 2 for all i. But then IH] < m,! . .a. . m,! < 
2!(n - 2)! is seen to rule out his possibility. Therefore m, = 1 for some i. 
(b) Let n > 3 be a positive integer and suppose G z S, is a transitive 
subgroup which contains a 3-cycle. We will call a subset P E [n] with at 
least three elements 3closed if for a, b, c E % distinct (abc) E G. One can 
check that if % and %’ are 3-closed then % f7 8 = 0 or 8 U 2V’ is 3-closed. 
(This reduces to the easy case where P and %’ have three elements.) From 
‘(abc) = (ra tb rc) we see that the maximal 3-closed subsets gi,..., %s 
partition [n] and are permuted by r E G. In particular s ] n and there is an 
induced representation n: G + Sym(z) where 2 is the collection of maximal 
3closed sets. 
If n = p, then s = 1 and thus G = A, or S,. Assume H is any subgroup of 
index p. Then H is not transitive, otherwise ]H: G, n H] =p means 
p*I 1 G 1 1 p!, a contradiction. Thus for n = p all index n subgroups of G are 
conjugate by (a). If n = 2p, again by (a) we may assume s = 2, in which case 
Pi and P2 have p elements. Since p > 3 and p ] ] G, 1, necessarily p ] ] HI and 
any element t E H of order p is in ker rr. Thus Pi or 5V2 is contained in an H- 
orbit of [n], so we may assume Pi is an H-orbit. This means H s ker 7~. 
Consider the restriction res : ker rr + Sym(&‘2) = S,, . Since ker(res.) c H we 
have [Im(res.): res. (H)] = [kern: H] =p since [G: ker rc] = 2. Thus by the 
preceding paragraph res.(H) stabilizes a point of P2. Q.E.D. 
2.11. Suppose G 2 Aut,( V) is a subgroup as above and u, u E V are G- 
orbit basis generators. 
(a) If G is generated by involutions a and b, then G, and G, are 
conjugate. 
(b) Suppose G,(u) has two elements and G,G& generates a dense 
subgroup of G. Then G, and G, are conjugate. 
(c) Suppose n = 2p for some prime p. Then some G, -orbit of G(u) 
does not have two elements. 
Proof (a) c = ab generates a normal subgroup L = (c) of index 1 or 2 in 
G. Since G, n L is normal, G, n L = (e), so we may assume ] G, I = 2. Since 
cx = c*x for x&L, we may assume G, = (a) and G,, = (b). From 
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G = (c’) G, G, and Lemma 2.8(d) we conclude that (c*) g G is dense. Thus c 
has odd order, so a and b are conjugate. 
(b) G,, G, c N(G, n G, ) by Lemma 2.8(b), so G, n G, is normal by 
Lemma 2.8(c). Thus G, n G, = (e). This means 1 G, I= 1 G, 1 = 2. Since 
G,G, generates G we now apply (a). 
(c) Assume all G, -orbits of G(u) have two elements. Then by (b) the 
subgroup L generated G,G, is not dense, so L is closed and proper by Lem- 
ma 2.8(c). Thus L has index 2 or index p. If [G: L] = 2, then L has an 
element of order p, so L has two orbits of length p. The G, -orbits partition 
the L-orbits, so p = 2. Thus [G: L] = p in any case. Therefore [L : G, ] = 2, 
so N(G, ) = G,G& = GPU where oU = G,(u). Replacing u by g(u) for g E G 
we calculate N(G, ) = ng GPgtu) = G, since G, is closed, a contradiction. 
Q.E.D. 
It is worth noting that 2.1 l(b) implies: 
2.12. If G, (u) has two elements and G, has two G(u) orbits, then n = 3. 
By using Lemma 2.8(a, b), 2.10-2.12, and considering the possibilities for 
the G, -orbits of G(u), one can easily prove part (a) of the above proposition, 
and in case n = 7 conclude that if G, is not conjugate to G,, then 
G c Sym(G(u)) has no 3cycles, and G, has G(u)-orbits of length three and 
four, which we denote by d = { 1, 2, 3}, and b’ = {a, 6, c, d}, respectively. 
We may assume u = 1 and a = (123)(abc) E G, . There is a r E GU which 
moves d. Note that (‘a)a or (Ta)a-l is an even permutation which fixes 
1,2,3 and moves d. Thus one of (ab)(cd), a(ab)(cd) = (bc)(ad), a(bc)(ad) = 
(ca)(bd) is in G,, hence all are. Since IG, 1 = 1 G, 1 and IG, 1 ( 3!4!, we 
conclude that G, has an element of order three and that 5jlG,l. Thus the 
calculations ~Xy~~‘w~(23~)(yzw) = (23y)(xwz) and (23x)(yzw)(23y)(xwz) = 
(2xy3z)(w) show that (up to permutation of l-3 and a-d) a E G, and either 
d = (2ad)(3bc) or e = (2ad)(3cb) is in G,. If e E G,, then (a6)(cd)e = 
(2bc)(3da) E G,. The pair a’ = (132)(acb) and d’ = (3ad)(2cb) is of the 
same type as a and d. Thus we may assume a and d are in G. Since G,, + S, 
(r tr t IF,) is injective (G has no 3-cycles), the order of G is at most 7 . 3 . 8. 
Let r = da. Then r is a 7-cycle. If G is any group with subgroups L, H 2 G, 
then LH E G is a subgroup if Lh c HL for generators h of H. Therefore the 
following computations show that G is generated by a and d and has 
order 7 . 3 . 8: .rd.r* = (23)(ab) E b, rbr4 = (23)(acbd) = c, rcr4 = d-l, 
rd-‘r5 = c-’ 
dc*d-’ = bc*: 
rc-lr4 = be-‘, tbcc’r-’ = cd, r(cd) r3 = d; dbd-’ = c*, 
dbc*d-’ = b, dcd = c-l, dc-‘d = bc, dbcd = c, and 
bcb-’ = c-l. 
One can easily realize G as GL,(Z,) as follows. Let V be the vector space 
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over Z, with basis 1, 2, and a. Defining 1 + 2 = 3, 1 + a = b, 2 + a = c, and 
3 + a = d one can easily check that a and d are linear. As GL,(Z,) has 
7 . 6 . 4 elements, we have G = GL,(Z,). Observe that a maximal closed 
subgroup of G has the form G, for some subspace Us V. Thus G, = GUiO 
for some codimension 1 subspace UC V, and this means there are at most 
two conjugacy classes of stabilizers G, of G-orbit basis generators. 
Suppose, more generally, that G(u) = V\O, where V is a vector space over 
Z, of dimension n > 3, and make the natural identification G s GL,(Z,) as 
above. Let U E V be a subspace of codimension 1 and set P = U\O. Then 
G, has two orbits, namely, P and PC = V\U. Thus N(G,) = G,, which means 
that [G: G,,] = 2” - 1 = [G: G,] since [G: N(G,)] is the number of 
conjugates of G, (or the number of codimension one subspaces of V) and 
[G: G,] is the number of one-dimensional subspaces of V. Suppose G, = G, . 
Then c1 = auP + /3uPc for some a, /I E k. (For a non-void subset S c V we 
define us = Eves 0.) Choose representatives g, E G, (v E V\O) for the left 
cosets of G,, and consider the matrix A E M(2” - 1, k) of v I+ g,(a) (order 
V\O in some fashion). Observe that g,(u) = a~~,,(~) + /?v~,,(~~). Write 
A’A = (a,,,,). Then one compute directly that 
au,v’ = 
I 
(2n-‘- l)a’+ (2,-2,-I)/32 if v=v’ 
(2”-*-l)a*+2(2”-‘-2”-*)ap+2”-*/3* if v f v’. 
If B E M(n + 1, k) is a matrix whose entries satisfy b, = 6,x + (1 - a,)y, 
then det B = (x - y)” (x + ny) follows by induction. Thus if u is a G-orbit 
basis generator, necessarily char k # 2. If char k # 2, setting a = 1 and 
p = -1 we compute det A’,4 = (2n)(2”-2), so u is a G-orbit basis generator. 
This completes the proof of the proposition. Q.E.D. 
2.13. THEOREM. Let E be a finite-dimensional separable extension of 
an inj?nite field k of characteristic p > 0. Then 9(E) determines E if 
[E: k] < 6. Ij- [E: k] = 7,9(E) d oes not determine E if and only ifp > 2 and 
W\k) r GL,(Z,h h w ere Q is a splitting field of E over k. In this case are 
two isomorphism classes of algebras U with 9(E) N Y(U). 
Further analysis *of GL,(Z,) will show that there are two conjugacy 
classes of index 2” - 1 subgroups. The argument for GL,(Z,) can be 
modified to suit other finite projective groups. 
3. THE MAIN RESULTS 
In this section we consider the cofree irreducible Hopf algebra CH(E) on 
a finite-dimensional separable extension of a field k of characteristic p > 0. 
481/70/2-I6 
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Generally Y(E) does not determine CH(E) and CH(E) does not determine 
E. 
Suppose U is an algebra over k. The recall from Section 1 that 
5 = AutJU) acts on CH(U) as Hopf algebra automorphisms. Let G(U, m) 
denote the group Alg,((CH(U),), k) under the convolution multiplication *, 
and for a map J CH(U) + V let Ant, =fI(CH(U),) . G(U, m) is a right g- 
module (q . u = q o qrn) for q E G(U, m) and u E S), and the rule 
@l * v’) o %I) = (9 o %?I,) * w o qmJ means that 5 acts on G(U, m) as 
group automorphisms. Clearly 5 acts on G(U, co) = Alg,(CH(U), k) in the 
same manner. 
Now suppose R is a splitting field of E over k and suppose u E E 
generates .9(E). Let B & 0 be the conjugates of u, and for a E B set p,(X) = 
~~~~\a((~ - b)l(a - b)). Ob serve that X= C, up,(X). Observe that E Ok R 
is split and the u, =PJU @ 1)‘s constitute 8. For u E G(R\k) we note that 
o(u,) = u,~ for u, E 8, so there is a natural identification of G(Q\k) with a 
subgroup of Aut,(E Ok 0). Our first result shows that determining the 
isomorphism classes of CH(E) involves an extension problem. 
3.1. PROPOSITION. Let E be a finite-dimensional separable field 
extension of an infinite field k of characteristic p > 0, and let R be a splitting 
field of E over k. Suppose U is a k-algebra. 
(a) If CH(E) N CH(U), then Y(E) ‘v 9(U). Thus U is isomorphic as 
a k-algebra to a jield extension F c R. 
(b) Assume kc F c Q is u field extension. Then CH(E) N CH(F) if 
and only if there exists an F’-invariant n E G(E Ok Q, 00) such that 
u = C, rl(u,)a E V(u, fl\k> is a G(Q\k)-orbit basis generator (n(u,) E 2, 
necessarily) and G(R\k), = F’. 
Proof: (a) CH(E)- (CH(U) implies Y(E)-Y(U) in any case. The 
remainder follows by Lemma 2.2 and Proposition 2.6. 
(b) (a) Assume fi CH(E)-+ CH(F) is an isomorphism of Hopf 
algebras. Let can.: CH(E) Ok 52 N CH(E Ok Q) be the canonical 
isomorphism and define q: CH(E ok Q) + J2 by q = m o (x @ I) o df@ I) o 
can.-’ where m: F @ ,$2 -+ R is multiplication and rr: CH(F) -+ F is the 
projection. Since flE : E + F is a Lie isomorphism, f(u) E V(/(u, Q\k) and is 
G(Q\k)-orbit basis generator by Proposition 2.5(b). But from u @ 1 = 
C, ap,(u 0 1) = C, au, we have II = f(u) = q(u 0 1) = JJ, n(u,)a. Thus it 
follows G(Q\k), = F’. Since G(O\k), c G(R\k), and F II G(.Q\k)k by 
Proposition 1.1 l(c) we have that G(R\k), = G(Q\k), = F’, so n is F’- 
invariant. 
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(+) Let q E G(E Oka, co) be such an extension, and let 
f: CH(E) + R be the composite f = q o (can.) 0 i, where i: CH(E)+ 
CH(E) @ R is the natural inclusion. Then f(u) = q(u@l) = C,, q(u,)a E 
V(u, n\k) is a G(R\k)-orbit basis generator by assumption. Thus 
fh: E-+ W(u)1 is a L ie isomorphism. Thus from G(n\k): = F we conclude 
that F = k[f(u)], so CH(E)/ker f N G; c F means Im f = F. Therefore the 
restriction J CH(E)+ -+ F is a multiplicative k-linear map such that 
f],: E + F is bijective. By [3, Lemma 3.11 we conclude that 
CH(E) = CH(F). Q.E.D. 
Suppose that U is a split commutative algebra over a field k of charac- 
teristic p > 0 and 8’ is the orthogonal basis of U. There is a natural iden- 
tification of groups Sym(8) = Aut,JU). For o E Sym(6P) recall that the 
induced Hopf algebra automorphism o of CH(U) is determined by 
u(u, 0 ... @ u,) = c(u,) 0 ... @ a(u,) for ui,..., u, E 8. Suppose GE 
Sym(X) is a subgroup. For a G-orbit d 5. X the restriction map res.: G -+ 
Sym(@) is a group homomorphism. Set res.(G) = G,, . 
3.2. LEMMA. Suppose U is a split commutative algebra over a field k of 
characteristic p > 0 with orthogonal basis 8. Let G c Sym(B) be a subgroup 
and n E G(U, a-~) be G-invariant. If B c B is a G-orbit and p 1 ] G,, ], then 
W) = (0). 
Proof: Since p / 1 G(,, ], there are ui ,..., up E 8 and a CJ E G of the form 
u= (u, *** up) o r, where r E Sym(B) fixes the uI)s. By [3, 8 l] we compute in 
CH(U) that u, o ..a o up = 2, u,, @ ... @ uap, where a runs over S,. Since 
the u, i @ . . e @ ~4,~ ‘s split up into (o)-orbits of length p, and q o o = v, we 
compute n(u, 0 . . . o up) = 0. But v is constant on G-orbits, so q(u,) = 
rl(u,)P = v(u, O ... o up) = 0. This means q(a) = (0). Q.E.D. 
The first theorem in this section shows that 9(E) does not generally 
determine CH(E) where E is a separable field extension. The examples we 
produce are motivated by the combination of Proposition 3.1 and 
Lemma 3.2. The crux of the proof is: 
3.3. LEMMA. Let k be an inj?niteJield of characteristic p > 0, let E be a 
finite-dimensional separable extension of k, and suppose Q is a splittingjield 
of E over k. Suppose u E E generates 9(E) and c6 E V(u, R\k) is a G(Q\k)- 
orbit basis generator, and set F = k[u]. Then Y(E) N Y(F), and if 
p]](G,&] for all G,-orbits 8 of G(u), then CH(E) & CH(F). 
3.4. THEOREM. Let p be any positive prime integer. There exists afield k 
of characteristic p and finite-dimensional separableJeld extensions E, F of k 
such that 5?(E) N 9(F) but CH(E) & CH(F). 
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Proof. Let X be a non-void finite set and let G s Sym(X) be a subgroup. 
Regard G as automorphisms of the function field R = Z,(X) and let kg Q 
be the fixed field of G. Then G = G(Q\k), and for u E X it follows that k[u] 
is a finite-dimensional separable extension of k, and R is the splitting field of 
k[u] over k if G is transitive. Assume G is transitive. For u E X we conclude 
that u generates Y(k(u]), since G(u) = X is a set of indeterminants over Z,. 
First assume n > p > 2 and let V be an n-dimensional vector space over 
Z,. Let X= V\O and regard G = GL,(Z,) as a subgroup of Sym(X) in the 
natural way. Let U g V be a codimension one subspace and choose u @ U. 
For P = U\O we showed at the end of the proof of Proposition 2.9 that 
11 = VP - v; E V(u, Q\k) is a G(.G\k)-orbit basis generator and that G, has 
G(u) =X-orbits P and P. Let a , ,..., up E U be independent and choose 
t E G, n G, which extends the p-cycle (a, ,..., a,). Then (a, + u ,..., a, + U) is 
also a cycle in the cyclic decomposition of r, so by Lemma 3.3, 
Y(E) = Y’(F) but CH(E) & CH(F), where E = k[u] and F = k[ a]. 
We give a degree 11 example for p = 2. Let X = [ 111 and a-f represent 
6-l 1 in order, and let G c S,, be the subgroup generated by 
a = (12534)(bcdef) and d = (23abc)(4&ef). Then 7 = da is an 1 l-cycle, and 
as at the end of the proof of Proposition 2.9 the following calculations show 
that G has order 11.5.3.4. Let b = (345)(aeb)(cfd) and 
c = (325)(cbe)(adf). 
rd.r3 = db-‘, sdb-‘t2 = d3b, zd3bz-’ = dc, zdcz2 = d-lbc-‘, zd-‘cc’? = b, 
zbz = b-l, rb-‘$ = d-‘, rd-‘r2 = d3c-l, rd3c-‘r = cd2, rcd2.r9 = d-‘c-l, 
rd-‘c-‘r3 = d; 
dbd-‘=bc-‘, dbc-‘d2=cb, dcbd2=b-‘, db-‘d-‘=cb-‘, dcb-‘d3=b; 
dcd = c-‘, dc-‘d2 = b-k, db-‘cd = c-lb, dc-‘bd3 = (bc)(cb), 
d(bc)(cb) d3 = c; 
bc = (23)(45)(ac)(ef) and cb = (25)(34)(ac)(bd) generate H = Z, X Z,. 
(This means b normalizes H.) 
Let P = {l,..., 5) and PC = {a,...,f}. Then 
a, b, c generate G,=A,, 
4 b, c generate G, ?Ag, 
G (order 11 . 5 . 3 . 4) generated by a and d. 
Observe that G, = G, where u = v,. If z’(P) # r”(P), then z’(P) ~7 z”(P) 
has two elements, so one can mimic the argument for GL,(Z,) at the end of 
the proof of Proposition 2.9 to show that a E V(u, R\k) is a G(R\k>orbit 
basis generator (U = 1) for p = 2. As bc = (23)(45)(ac)(ef) E G, we apply 
Lemma 3.3 to E = k[u] and F = k[u]. Q.E.D. 
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Remark. By virtue of Theorem 2.13, the example above for p = 2, and 
the fact that any finite group can be realized as a Galois group, Y(E) does 
not determine E in any characteristic. 
The second theorem in this section’gives a sufficient condition for 9(E) to 
determine CH(E). The heart of the proof is part (b) of the following result. 
3.5. PROPOSITION. Suppose that U is a jinite-dimensional commutative 
split algebra over a field of characteristic p > 0 and G c 5 g Aut,(U) is a 
subgroup. 
(a) If all G-invariant no E G(U, 1) have a G-invariant extension 
rlE G(U,a), thenp)/lGl. 
(b) Suppose pC 1 G 1 and G is solvable. Then if n > 1, every G-invariant 
no E G(U, n) has a G-invariant extension n E G(U, co). 
.ProoJ (a) Let q0 E G(U, 1) be defined by q,,(u,) = ... = qO(u,)= 1, 
where 8 = {u,,..., u,} is the orthogonal basis of U. If v E G(U, a) is a G- 
invariant extension of qO, then by Lemma 3.2 and hypothesisptlGcp,I for all 
G-orbits 0 c 8, so pt 1 G I. 
(b) Assume pj G I; and let no E G(U, n) be G-invariant. We need only 
show that q0 has a G-invariant extension q E G(U, n + 1). This we will do by 
induction on 1 G(. The case ) GI = 1 follows by Proposition 1.6. Suppose 
I G / > 1. Since G is solvable, G has a normal subgroup H such that G/H has 
prime order q. By assumption q # p. Let G,(U, m) z G(U, m) be the 2% 
invariants of G(U, m). Then since 5 acts on G(U, m) as group 
automorphisms, G,(U, m) is a subgroup of G(U, m). Since H is normal, 
G,,(U, m) is also a G-submodule of G(U, m). Now the restriction map 
r,: G(U, m + 1) + G(U, m) is a &module map as well as a group 
homomorphism. Thus r,(G,(U, m + 1)) z G,(U, m), and by induction the 
induced map r,: G,(U, n + 1) + G,(U, n) is surjective. 
Suppose v0 E G(U, n) is G-invariant. Then q,, E G,(U, n), and the subset 
XC G,(U, n + 1) of extensions of q0 is a coset of ker rn and a G- 
submodule.But I G(U, m)l = dim(CH(U),) is a power of p for any m > 1 by 
Proposition 1.7(b), so 1x1 =p’ for some I > 0. Since q . G has 1 or q 
elements whenever v E X, necessarily some v E X must be G-invariant. This 
concludes the proof of (b). Q.E.D. 
Let E be a finite-dimensional separable extension of a field k of charac- 
teristic p > 0, and let R be a splitting field of E over k. Then E is called 
residually solvable if E’ is a solvable subgroup of G(R\k). 
3.6. THEOREM. Let E be a finite-dimensional residually solvable 
extension of a field k of charcteristic p > 0, and suppose pj’ E’ (. Then 9(E) 
determines CH(E). 
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ProoJ We may assume that k is intinite. Let F be a k-algebra and 
suppose Y(E) II Y(F). Then we may assume F is a field extension of k and 
k s FE R, where 0 is a splitting field of E over k. By Proposition 2.6, n is 
a splitting field of F over k. Let u generate Y(F). Then E = k[u], where 
u E V(u, Q\k) is a G(R\k)-orbit basis generator, by Proposition 2.5. Write 
II= ,JJ, a,a where a runs over G@\k)( u an ) d a, E 2,. Since Map(8, ZJ = 
Alg,(U, 0) by Proposition 1.7(a), there exists an no E (F Ok R, 1) such that 
n&J = a, for all a. Since E’ = G(Q\k), = G(Q\k) no, no is E’-invariant, 
so by Proposition 3.5(b) q0 has an E/-invariant extension n E G(F Ok 0, to). 
Thus CH(F) N CH(E) follows by Proposition 3.1 (b). Q.E.D. 
The condition p,j’IE’ 1 cannot be dropped. To see this consider 
Proposition 2.9(b) and Lemma 3.3 when p = 3. 
3.7. COROLLARY. Let E be an n-dimensional separable Feld extension of 
an infinite field k of characteristic p > 0, and suppose U is a k-algebra. Then 
CH(E) N CH(U) implies E 1: U if n < 6. If n = 7, CH(E) does not determine 
E if and on& fp > 3 and G(Q\k) _N GL,(Z,), where Q is a splitting of E 
over k. 
ProoJ Suppose CH(E) N CH(U). Then by Proposition 3.1(a) we may 
assume U= F is a field such that k !Z F E R and Y(E) sr Y(F). By 
Theorem 2.13, CH(E) determines E if n < 6. If n = 7 and CH(E) = CH(F) 
but E & F, by the same result G(a\k) 21 GL,(Z,) and p > 2. One can use 
Lemma 3.3 to show CH(E) & CH(F) if p = 3, sop > 3 in fact. Conversely, if 
p > 3 and G N GL,(Z,), then Theorem 3.6 applies to E’ = S,, so in this case 
we now use Proposition 3.1 to show CH(E) does not determine E: Q.E.D. 
By virtue of Propositions 3.1 and 2.5 and Lemma 3.3: 
3.8. COROLLARY. Let k be a field of characteristic p > 0 and suppose 
that E is a finite-dimensional separable Jield extension of k. If E’ is a p- 
group, then CH(E) determines E as a k-algebra. 
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